With the proliferation of digital computers and information systems into all fields of our society the amount of crime involving such systems (cybercrime) is steadily increasing. This involves both more traditional crimes in which digital systems are merely used as tools (e. g., different types of fraud, blackmailing, hidden communication) as well as new forms of crime in which digital systems are the target (e. g., computer abuses, malicious software, malicious remote control networks like botnets). For many years now, computer professionals have attempted to help in fighting cybercrime not only by devising preventive techniques to detect or prevent cyberattacks, but also by supporting the juridical system to investigate cybercrime and (in the long run) to identify, arrest and prosecute cybercriminals.
In this feat, computer professionals play various roles: Not only do they support in identifying, preserving and analyzing evidence connected with digital systems, they also have to adapt investigative techniques and tools to the elusive behavior of cybercriminals. This broad field has become known as the field of digital forensics, computer forensics or IT forensics. The emergence of this field was mainly driven by practitioners trying to satisfy immediate needs within concrete digital investigations and Rogers and Seigfried [3] identified "a disproportional focus on the applied aspects of computer forensics, at the expense of the development of fundamental theories".
Despite the scientific immaturity of the field, many universities (especially in the UK and the US) have started to establish academic degree programs and research labs in this area because of the need of scientific credibility in a court of law, but also partly driven by the enormous popularity of television series like "CSI". After performing research in this area for almost 10 years, it appears to me as if the field is in many cases pretending to be scientific while it actually is executing best practices. Garfinkel [2] observed a "crisis" of digital forensics, and Casey [1, p. 1], *Corresponding author: Felix C. Freiling, Friedrich-AlexanderUniversität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU), Lehrstuhl für Informatik 1, Erlangen, e-mail: felix.freiling@cs.fau.de one of the leaders of the field, states that "the field [of digital evidence] must become more scientific in its approach".
Overall, the status of the field as a research discipline is unsatisfactory. In my view, progress is hindered by -the diversity of the community with respect to the fact that IT forensics is a cross-cutting aspect of computer science and has many relations to law, -the subtle immaturity of methodology for digital investigations, i. e., the lack of standardized models, file formats, investigative procedures, and abstraction methods, -the substantial differences in police and court practices in handling of digital evidence on one hand while on the other hand, there are no technological or cultural differences between various countries with respect to the use of services of information society.
It is therefore necessary to at last establish computer science as a forensic science, to specialize IT forensics into forensic computing, a branch of forensic science pertaining to digital evidence, i. e., any legal evidence that is processed by digital computer systems or stored on digital storage media. Forensic computing naturally evolves within the intersection of several established research areas such as computer science, computer engineering and law, and it can build upon both the established research results in these fields as well as the rigorous scientific research methods that have been developed. Forensic computing poses many technical and legal challenges. Particularly interesting are the mutual interactions of several well-established research directions in computer science and law, illustrated by the following examples: 1. The tendencies towards "proactive forensics" in modern societies manifest themselves in complex technical surveillance systems (like those based on complex sensor structures) which have profound (also legal) effects on data protection and privacy. 2. Performance enhancements of operating systems or applications (like the use of caches or re-use of memory blocks) usually amplify the amount of traces left by user interaction. 3. The nature of digital evidence (e. g., the possibility to make perfect copies) make it hard to transfer legal no-tions of authenticity and integrity from non-digital evidence. 4. Most of today's practical forensic research is "tactical reverse engineering" [2] , a poorly developed research discipline as is, but very strongly connected to programming languages, compiler construction, program analysis and virtualization research.
This special issue collects a set of papers that carry the spirit of forensic computing, exhibited by the fact that some of the authors are from the law community. The articles have in common that they focus on the underlying principles of the field, connecting results from computer science, computer engineering and law, to increase the understanding of modern technology in a legal setting.
To begin this special issue, Dewald gives insight into the fundamental issues of forensic computing by formalizing central problems and studying the conditions of their solvability. Baier turns towards more practical problems of forensic computing, namely finding information in large sets of unstructured digital evidence using different types of hash functions. Brodowski takes a look at criminal liability in the context of disclosure strategies for software vulnerabilities. Turning again towards investigative techniques, Pugliese surveys the technique of web fingerprinting for digital investigations, while Freiling, Schuhr and Gruhn show correspondences between the usefulness of certain types of evidence from the legal and technical perspective.
This special issue and its topics were inspired by three previous Dagstuhl seminars ("Forensic Computing", seminars 11401 and 13482, and "Digital Evidence and Forensic Readiness", seminar 14092) and fueled by the input of the community at conferences like IMF and DFRWS (US and EU). We hope that the papers collected in this special issue contribute to the advancement of the field and increase the academic popularity of a non-trivial but eminently rewarding area with high impact and demand.
